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Structure determination of mixed clusters by surface scattering
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Abstract. In this paper, we investigate the global structure of mixed clusters created by coexpansion. To
determine the relative dopant sites within the mixed clusters, we take advantage of the strong dependence
of the cluster/surface collision dynamics on the incident mixed cluster structure. Using both experiments
and molecular dynamic simulations, we show that the coexpansion process leads to the most stable cluster
structure for Ar〈880〉Kr〈120〉 clusters. This structure corresponds to an annealed structure and can be
characterized as a nearly homogeneous mixture throughout the cluster with a thin argon coating.

PACS. 36.40.-c Atomic and molecular clusters – 34.30.+h Intramolecular energy transfer;
intramolecular dynamics; dynamics of van der Waals molecules

1 Introduction

During the last two decades several experimental stud-
ies have been reported dealing with mixed van der Waals
(vdW) clusters. Two techniques are commonly used to
produce such mixed clusters: the pick-up technique in-
vented by the Scoles group in Princeton [1] and the co-
expansion technique. In the pick-up technique, pure An
clusters consisting of n atoms of species A formed in a
free jet expansion pick-up some dopant atoms of species B
when passing through a buffer gas or when crossing an-
other uncondensed beam. The coexpansion technique con-
sists in expanding a gaseous mixture of two species A et
B to directly produce mixed AnBm clusters. Because the
pick-up technique is limited to relatively low concentra-
tions of dopant species and large initial pure An clusters
to avoid high beam attenuation and large velocity distri-
bution when interacting with the buffer gas, coexpansion
is preferred, or even necessary, in many experiments in-
volving mixed clusters.

Though widely used, the process of coexpansion itself
is still far from being fully understood. The modelisation is
rather complex because of the many phenomena involved
in both, the expansion itself (relaxation of the different
degrees of freedom, focusing effect, etc.) and the binary
nucleation process (number and composition of the nuclei,
energy exchange between clusters and uncondensed gas).
The very presence of large binary clusters resulting from
coexpansion for a given gas mixture is still not trivial to
forecast.

In this paper, we investigate the global cluster struc-
ture, i.e. the average distribution of dopant sites within a
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mixed cluster, for large binary clusters produced by coex-
pansion; we determine the relative dopant sites inside the
binary cluster. This issue is of importance in the compre-
hension of the coexpansion process since the cluster struc-
ture is directly coupled with the cluster nucleation and
growing process, and its interaction with the surrounding
gas.

In addition, understanding binary cluster structure
yields precious information concerning the related phe-
nomena such as species mixing, segregation and coexist-
ing phases. Only few theoretical studies have addressed
these questions [2–6] and even fewer experimental investi-
gations have been performed dealing with mixed clusters
containing more than a few atoms of each species [7–9].

To investigate the global mixed cluster structure ob-
tained by coexpansion, we present an original technique
based on the surface collision dynamics. When binary
vdW clusters at thermal incident velocities are scattered
from a surface, they are known to exhibit a Leidenfrost-
like dynamics [9–11]; i.e. the binary clusters glide along
the surface evaporating thermalized guest and host atoms
to evacuate the collision energy. Large fragments, scat-
tered at grazing angles, may survive for sufficiently “soft”
collisions [11].

In a recent paper [12], we have experimentally mea-
sured different evaporation temperatures for the two
species during the surface collision of mixed Ar〈880〉Kr〈120〉
clusters obtained by krypton pick-up: 280 and 190 K for
krypton and argon, respectively. The difference between
these two temperatures was tentatively attributed to the
crucial role played by the incident cluster structure. This
hypothesis has been validated using molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations by comparing the collision dynamics
of two different initial cluster structures [13]. The first
structure, called belt structure, is obtained by simulating
the pick-up process and, consequently, is expected to be
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very similar to the experimental cluster structure: kryp-
ton atoms are confined close to the cluster surface layers
due to their limited intra-cluster diffusion. In the second
structure, referred to as the core structure, krypton atoms
form a core in the very cluster center.

The belt structure, on one hand, gives evaporation tem-
perature values similar to the experimental ones; i.e. an
evaporating temperature for krypton that is 90 K hot-
ter than that for argon. The core structure, on the other
hand, gives a colder evaporation temperature for krypton
than for argon, 150 versus 190 K, demonstrating the high
sensibility of the collision dynamics toward the incident
cluster structure. In the present paper, we take advantage
of this dependence to obtain the global structure of mixed
Ar〈880〉Kr〈120〉 clusters produced by coexpansion.

This paper is structured as follows: the following sec-
tion is devoted to the setup and the data analysis de-
scription. Section 3 gives the model and the calculational
details for the MD simulations. Our results are presented
and discussed in Section 4.

2 Experimental setup and data analysis

Our experimental setup has been described in detail pre-
viously [14]. In this section, we summarize the essential
parts that are of interest for the new results presented in
this paper. We use a supersonic Campargue-type beam
generator with a conical nozzle (with 0.12 mm diameter
and 5◦ half-angle). The beam passes through three differ-
entially pumped chambers before entering an Ultra-High
Vacuum (UHV) chamber. We can introduce a buffer gas in
the third chamber either directly to permit average cluster
size determination [15] or through a small pipe positioned
in the beam path for the pick-up process [11].

Beam diagnostics are performed using a rotatable
Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer (QMS) in the UHV cham-
ber. The QMS mass range extends to 200 amu and can
consequently only detect relatively small particles. When
larger fragments enter the ionization head of the QMS,
they are fragmented into small particles before being de-
tected [14,16]. The QMS rotates about the center of the
UHV chamber where a surface sample can be placed to
intercept the beam. The beam is modulated by a chopper
in the third vacuum chamber to allow lock-in detection of
the flux and time-of-flight measurements.

Mixed Ar〈880〉Kr〈120〉 clusters are obtained by coex-
pansion of a gas mixture with 1.5% of krypton in argon.
The relative composition of the mixed clusters is obtained
from QMS flux measurements in the cluster beam at the
species mass settings using the appropriate sensitivity cor-
rections.

The size of the clusters is determined by the profile
broadening technique [15]. When passing through a buffer
gas the beam profile broadens. From the measurement of
this broadening as a function of the buffer gas pressure, it
is possible to deduce the average cluster size in the incident
beam. The uncertainty of our size measurement technique
is within 50% of the cluster size for both pure and mixed
clusters.

In the present paper, we used a Highly Oriented
Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) surface at a temperature
of 550 K and the incidence angle of the impinging
Ar〈880〉Kr〈120〉 clusters was set to 30◦. Their incident ve-
locity was (470± 20) m/s.

As mentioned in the introduction, for thermal incident
kinetic energies, the dynamics of the vdW cluster collision
with a surface can be understood as follows: the imping-
ing clusters undergo an inelastic collision in which they
glide on the surface, hovering on a gaseous “cushion” while
evaporating thermalized small particles. Apart from this
main evaporation channel, two other scattering channels
can be detected: the diffusion channel composed of cluster
atoms that undergo a trapping/desorption process and a
grazing channel of slow and large fragments that survive
the collision [11].

To describe the evaporation channel, we developed a
thermokinetic (TK) model [16] in which particles are evap-
orated thermally at a local temperature Tloc from a cluster
moving with the velocity cfv‖ on the surface where cf is
the conservation coefficient of the incident velocity compo-
nent parallel to the surface v‖. These two parameters, Tloc

and cf , are obtained by fitting the angular distributions of
flux (AFD) and of time-of-flight (ADTOF) for the scat-
tered particles of the evaporation component. This model
describes very well the experimental results for a large
range of experimental conditions for the surface scatter-
ing of both pure and mixed clusters in the evaporation
regime [11,16].

3 Model and calculational details

Most of the calculational details have been published pre-
viously [4,17]. Here, we just like to remind the reader
that we use the methods of molecular dynamics sim-
ulations to simulate the cluster surface scattering; i.e.,
we integrate the Newtonian equations of motion for all
interacting particles yielding their phase space trajec-
tories. In the present paper, we describe the intraclus-
ter interactions between all atoms by additive, pairwise
6-12 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potentials. For the Ar–Ar inter-
action, we use 3.405 Å and 119.8 K, and for the Kr–Kr
interaction, 3.591 Å and 172.7 K for the interatomic dis-
tance σ and the potential well depth ε, respectively. For
the Ar–Kr interaction parameters the following combining
rules have been used σAr−Kr = (σAr−Ar + σKr−Kr)/2 and
εAr−Kr = √εAr−ArεKr−Kr [6].

The cluster structure we use in the present MD sim-
ulations has been obtained by high-pressure pick-up of
krypton on a neat argon cluster [4]. The initial argon clus-
ters undergo a phase transition to the liquid phase during
their flight through the pick-up zone because evaporation
alone cannot evacuate all the heat resulting from the col-
lisions with the buffer gas. The initial FCC-structure is
completely lost in this process and krypton atoms pene-
trate deeply into the argon host cluster. After the pick-up
zone, the mixed Ar880Kr120 clusters are then allowed to
cool down by flying freely for 228 ns. They start recrys-
tallizing into a FCC-structure at about 21 ns after the
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Fig. 1. Snapshots of an Ar880Kr120 cluster with an annealed
structure. This structure is obtained by MD simulations after
the subsequent cooling down from a high pressure pick-up that
induced a solid-liquid phase transition for the entire cluster in
the pick-up zone: (a) cut through its center and (b) entire
cluster.

Fig. 2. Radial density
function for both Ar and
Kr atoms for an Ar880Kr120

cluster obtained after high
pressure pick-up.

pick-up process. The krypton atoms find their final posi-
tions in substitution position in the argon lattice. Figure 1
presents two snapshots of the mixed cluster after it has
cooled down: (a) is a cut through the center of the cluster
and (b) is a view of the entire cluster. Figure 2 gives the ra-
dial density function of this cluster. The krypton dopants
appear homogeneously distributed throughout the entire
cluster with a somewhat higher density in the center. Note
that this density profile is similar to the one obtained for
larger clusters with the same dopant fraction in the same
conditions [4].

It is important to note that the high-pressure pick-
up process described above is far from the usual experi-
mental conditions: under our normal experimental pick-
up conditions, the buffer gas pressure is typically about

5 000 times lower than for the high pressure pick-up con-
sidered here. Hence, the structure obtained by this high
pressure method is called in the following the annealed
structure referring to the solid-liquid phase transition un-
dergone temporarily by the entire cluster.

A model for the surface scattering simulations has been
described in detail in reference [17]. Basically, it takes
into account the quasi-trapping mechanism that has been
demonstrated to best describe the interaction of argon
clusters with a graphite surface. The trapping probabil-
ity under the presently employed experimental conditions
is found to be around 50% [18]. To consider such an in-
teraction dynamics in the framework of our present MD
simulations, we assume that half of the randomly chosen
surface touching cluster atoms are scattered off a perfectly
flat and hard surface and that the other half undergoes
a quasi-trapping process for which the surface residence
time is defined in terms of a first order desorption kinet-
ics:

τ =
hP

kBTS
exp

[
ES

kBTS

]
(1)

where hP is Planck’s constant, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
TS is the surface temperature, and ES is the binding en-
ergy of a given cluster atom to the graphite surface. Af-
ter this residence time, quasi-trapped atoms are desorbed
thermally accommodated to the surface temperature in
randomly chosen directions. In this manner, the cluster-
surface collision is simulated in the same way as in ref-
erence [13] in order to facilitate the comparison. We like
to point out that this very simple quasitrapping model
gives excellent agreement with all our recent experimen-
tal results for the scattering of large argon clusters from a
graphite surface [17]. We have performed 48 independent
trajectories to reduce the statistical noise varying the ini-
tial cluster velocity between 450 and 490 m/s and choosing
random orientations for the incident clusters.

4 Results and discussions

Figure 3 presents the measured angular flux distribu-
tion (AFD) of the scattered argon and krypton particles
for mixed Ar〈880〉Kr〈120〉 clusters obtained by coexpan-
sion and impinging on a HOPG surface with a velocity
of 470 m/s and an incidence angle of 30◦. These condi-
tions lead typically to a cluster/surface interaction dy-
namics in the thermal evaporation regime. We observe, for
both species, a narrow peak at grazing scattering angles
of about 78◦ indicating the survival of large cluster frag-
ments. The relative flux proportion associated with this
peak is larger for krypton than for argon. These peaks
are asymmetric and broad shoulders are clearly visible for
both components for detection angles between 25◦ and
60◦.

The angular distributions of the most probable time-
of-flight between surface and detector (ADTOF) are rep-
resented in Figure 4 for both species. The main results are
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Table 1. Evaporation temperatures obtained experimentally and by MD simulations for argon and krypton resulting from the
surface collision of mixed Ar〈880〉Kr〈120〉 clusters. Temperatures are given in Kelvin.

MD simulations experiments

structure core annealed belt pick-up coexpansion

Tloc(Kr) 150± 30 227± 35 280± 30 280± 30 237± 30

Tloc(Ar) 190± 10 187 ± 7 190± 10 190± 15 182± 15

∆Tloc −40 +40 +90 +90 +55
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Fig. 3. Experimental angular flux distributions (AFD) for the
scattered atoms after the surface collision of Ar〈880〉Kr〈120〉
clusters produced by coexpansion. The fit obtained with the
thermokinetic model (TK) has also been presented.

interpreted as follows:

• in the detection range of 30◦ to 60◦, the evaporation
channel consisting of small fragments evaporating ther-
malized from the gliding parent cluster is dominant.
We use the thermokinetic model to fit the AFD and
ADTOF curves in this scattering angle range. These
fits presented in Figures 3 and 4 for both species use
only two parameters, the conservation coefficient cf of
the incident tangential velocity component and the av-
erage evaporation temperature Tloc for each species.
We obtain 182 and 237 K for this temperature for ar-
gon and krypton, respectively (see Tab. 1). The coef-
ficient cf is 0.9 for both species;
• like for the AFD, the ADTOF curves clearly show a

second type of scattering channel: at grazing angles the
scattered particles are slow compared with the ones de-
tected between 30◦ and 60◦. In this range, the velocity
of the particles increases slightly with increasing scat-
tering angle. The peaks in the AFD curves associated
with slow particles in the ADTOF are attributed to
large fragments surviving the collision. We find that
the proportion of krypton in these large fragments
is more important than in the incident cluster. This
enrichment has been observed previously for mixed
Ar〈880〉Kr〈120〉 clusters produced by pick-up colliding
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Fig. 4. Experimental angular distributions of the most prob-
able time-of-flight (ADTOF) for the scattered atoms after the
surface collision of Ar〈880〉Kr〈120〉 clusters produced by coex-
pansion. The fit obtained with the thermokinetic model (TK)
has also been presented together with TK fits to the simulated
flight times for krypton obtained from incident belt and core
structures.

on a graphite surface [11]. It can be attributed to the
higher binding energy of krypton atoms compared to
argon atoms that, consequently, have a higher proba-
bility to evaporate thermally during the collision pro-
cess than the krypton atoms;
• finally, we like to mention that for smaller and negative

scattering angles, the trapping-desorption channel due
to particles getting temporarily trapped on the sur-
face [18], is no longer negligible. This channel actually
limits the applicability of the TC model to scattering
angles that are larger than 25◦.

We now use the surface scattering results to deduce
the initial structure of the mixed clusters produced by co-
expansion. In Table 1, we have gathered the local temper-
atures, for both species, obtained experimentally for the
same type of mixed clusters produced either by coexpan-
sion or by pick-up (see Ref. [12]). Besides, we also present
the evaporation temperatures Tloc obtained by MD sim-
ulations for three different initial cluster structures: the
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Fig. 5. Evaporation temperature histograms for scattered
argon and krypton atoms after the surface collision of an
Ar880Kr120 cluster with an annealed structure. 48 independent
trajectories have been simulated. The arrows indicate the ex-
perimental values obtained for clusters produced by coexpan-
sion.

belt and the core structures (see Ref. [13]) and the an-
nealed structure (described in Sect. 3).

The evaporation temperatures obtained experimen-
tally for mixed clusters produced by coexpansion and
pick-up are quite similar for argon, but differ significantly
for krypton: the dopant evaporation temperature is 43 K
lower for the coexpansion clusters than for the ones cre-
ated by pick-up. The evaporation temperature obtained
by MD simulations for argon is always the same, inde-
pendent of the initial cluster structure and quantitatively
very similar to the experimental one. As we showed in
reference [13], the position of the dopants in the cluster
plays a crucial role in the evaporation process: the kryp-
ton evaporation temperature varies by 130 K between the
two extremes of core and belt structure.

Furthermore, the results presented in Table 1 confirm
that the belt structure, generated by simulating a pick-
up process under quasi-experimental conditions, is indeed
identical to the one obtained experimentally for clusters
produced by this technique. In the same way, it is also
possible to deduce the structure of mixed clusters pro-
duced by coexpansion. Indeed, from Table 1, it is clear
that the krypton evaporation temperature obtained ex-
perimentally for clusters produced by coexpansion is only
consistent with the simulated annealed cluster structure
presented in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 5 presents the species
resolved evaporation temperature histogram for the an-
nealed structure. The local temperature distribution of the
evaporated argon atoms is very narrow (FWHM 7 K) and
centered at 187 K whereas the krypton temperature turns
out to be 40 K hotter and broader (FWHM 35 K). The
experimental results have also been presented for compar-

Fig. 6. Size histograms of the surviving clusters resulting from
the surface scattering of Ar880Kr120 clusters created either by
coexpansion (annealed structure) or by low pressure pick-up
(belt structure). 48 independent trajectories have been simu-
lated.

ison (see arrows). Simulated and experimental values are
in good agreement.

We also like to point out that the incident cluster struc-
ture does not only determine the dopant evaporation tem-
perature in a very crucial way, but also the angular flux
distributions resulting from the surface scattering. The
AFD curves obtained from clusters produced by coexpan-
sion (cf. Fig. 3) and by pick-up (cf. Fig. 1 in Ref. [12])
present a striking difference: in the former case, a peak is
clearly visible at grazing angles for both species while in
the latter, such peaks are absent. In both cases, large frag-
ments do survive the collision, as can be deduced from the
low velocity peaks in the ADTOF. Nevertheless, the size
of these surviving fragments differs dramatically: while for
clusters produced by pick-up, the surviving fragments are
too small to be detected in the AFD because of the pres-
ence of the dominant evaporation channel, clusters pro-
duced by coexpansion yield much larger fragments clearly
visible in the AFD.

Our MD simulations lead to the same results as can
be seen in the histograms of the surviving fragment sizes
presented in Figure 6 for both types of incident cluster
structures: after the surface scattering, Ar880Kr120 clus-
ters created by pick-up give surviving fragments of about
200 atoms while the same size clusters produced by coex-
pansion yield 500 atom fragments.

The simulated annealed cluster structure obtained by
high pressure pick-up of krypton on pure argon cluster is
very similar to the one described by Clarke et al. [3]. They
studied the equilibrium structural properties of binary LJ
clusters by MD simulations, in particular Ar55Kr55 clus-
ters. They showed a “considerable mixing between the two
species” with a higher concentration of krypton at the
center and of argon at the surface. Zeng et al. [2]
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confirmed such a structure by means of density functional
theory on a Ar87Kr128 nucleus at T = 115.77 K. They es-
timated the argon molar fraction at the center to be only
0.264 and observed also an argon enrichment at the sur-
face. High pressure pick-up thus leads to the most stable
mixed cluster structure. This is not surprising since the
entire cluster undergoes a phase transition to the liquid
phase and is not allowed to cool down during the whole
pick-up process due to the very large number of collisions
with the high density buffer gas atoms.

The higher stability of the incident clusters obtained
by high pressure pick-up or coexpansion results in larger
surviving fragments after the surface collision compared
with those created by low pressure pick-up. The average
potential energy per atom is −730 K and −685 K for the
annealed and the belt structure, respectively. For compar-
ison, the simulated core structure in reference [13], gives
surviving cluster sizes of about 300 atoms and an average
potential energy per atom of −710 K. These data prove
that the surviving cluster size depends very sensitively on
the binding energy.

The nucleation process during the coexpansion is con-
sequently allowing the clusters to reach the most sta-
ble configurational state. Collisions with the surrounding
molecules are sufficiently numerous to keep the cluster
liquid and to allow diffusion of the cluster atoms. Clus-
ter evaporation is not sufficient to evacuate all the heat
resulting from the collisions. Therefore, a relatively high
cluster temperature is reached, very much like during the
simulated high pressure pick-up process [4]. Hence, the
relative krypton dopant site distribution for the mixed
Ar〈880〉Kr〈120〉 clusters created experimentally by coex-
pansion should be very similar to the one shown in
Figures 1 and 2 from MD simulations.

While it seems to be reasonable, it could not have been
assumed from the beginning that mixed clusters produced
by coexpansion reach their most stable configuration. For,
experimental studies have shown that the most condensi-
ble species is the first to nucleate during the expansion
process [9]. Consequently, the clusters might take tem-
porarily a core structure during the early stage of the
nucleation process and only the dynamical interaction
between the forming nuclei and the surrounding gas al-
lows them to reach their most stable configuration further
downstream.

Finally, we would like to mention that electron diffrac-
tion studies performed, for instance, by the Orsay group
[7] and our surface scattering technique give very comple-
mentary results concerning the mixed cluster structure:
electron diffraction gives access to the overall crystal struc-
ture of the clusters while surface scattering probes the
relative dopant sites inside the clusters.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the structure of mixed clus-
ters created by coexpansion. By surface scattering, we de-
termined the relative position of krypton dopants within

an argon cluster taking advantage of the strong depen-
dence of the collision dynamics on the incident cluster
structure. In our experiments, we observed that the two
species in the mixed cluster evaporate at markedly differ-
ent temperatures during the surface collision. Using MD
simulations, we showed that this temperature difference
is very sensitive to the incident cluster structure. This
measured temperature difference is used to determine the
structure of Ar〈880〉Kr〈120〉 mixed clusters produced by co-
expansion. We give evidence that this structure is similar
to the one obtained from an annealing process involving
a complete solid-liquid phase transition within the entire
cluster: the krypton penetrates deeply into the cluster
and is distributed homogeneously throughout the whole
cluster after cooling down to its final temperature. This
structure, which is predicted to be the most stable con-
figuration, gives also experimentally the largest surviving
fragments after the surface interaction.

Most of the calculations were carried out at the French Na-
tional Computer Center IDRIS. We would like to acknowledge
the computer time that was allotted for the present study. We
also thank those at the computer center of the École Polytech-
nique DSI who provided us very generously with CPU time on
their local work stations.
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